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In the pursuit of developing an 
empowering culture of thinking, two 
groups of young men from the Miami-
Dade Regional Juvenile Detention 
Center gathered to discuss leadership.  
Each group explored the qualities that 
define a leader and the influence that 
role models have in communities.  In 
this issue of JDC Newsletter, we have 
the groups’ thoughts on leadership 
and civic engagement project ideas 
that expand on their leadership 
endeavors and focus on guiding their 
peers to a critical community of 
practice. 

“Leadership is action, not 
position.”                            
-Donald H. McGannon 

Qualities of a Leader                             
“Mutual goals, take charge, overcome, stay out of jail, 

make a difference, make good decisions, help someone, 
role models, talk to people, responsibility, respect, 

courageous, trust, honesty, teachers.” 

Our Thoughts on Leadership 
“What I think about leadership is that a lot of people are 
following and not enough [are] leaders.” 
 “I feel leadership is a great role to be played and should 
be played by a great positive leader who has a positive 
outlook for life and the society.” 

“Respect, provide, show care, and protect people.”  
“My thoughts on leadership is to become a leader and to 
lead someone you have to learn from someone else who 
has already been a leader so you can do it the right 
way.” 
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“Remember to look up at the stars and not down at your 
feet. Try to make sense of what you see and wonder about 
that makes the universe exist.  Be curious.  And however 
difficult life may seem, there is always something you can 
do and succeed at.  It matters that you don't just give up.” 

-Professor Stephen Hawking 
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 Civic Engagement Project Ideas 

“Change the way people think, campaign in schools, 
neighborhood.” 

“Own a business workshop.” 

Community meeting to learn investing, business 
strategy, find sponsors, and follow in the footsteps of 
leaders.” 

“To be on top, you need to be 
open-minded.”      
 “I will stop illegal activities and recycle, I want to 
start a recycle program.” 

“Help teenagers by talking and see what they are 
going through or make more jobs available for 
teenagers so they won’t [get] in trouble.” 
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“I never graduated from college. Truth 
be told, this is the closest I've ever 
gotten to a college graduation.  It started 
before I was born.  My biological 
mother was a young, unwed college 
graduate student, and she decided to 
put me up for adoption.  She felt very 
strongly that I should be adopted by 
college graduates, so everything was all 
set for me to be adopted at birth by a 
lawyer and his wife.  Except that when I 
popped out, they decided at the last 
minute that they really wanted a girl.  
So my parents, who were on a waiting 
list, got a call in the middle of the night 
asking: "We have an unexpected baby 
boy; do you want him?" They said: "Of 
course." My biological mother later 
found out that my mother had never 
graduated from college and that my 
father had never graduated from high 
school… 

Your time is limited, so don't waste it 
living someone else's life.  Don't be 
trapped by dogma — which is living 
with the results of other people's 
thinking.  Don't let the noise of others' 
opinions drown out your own inner 
voice.  And most important, have the 
courage to follow your heart and 
intuition.  They somehow already know 
what you truly want to become. “ 

-Steve Jobs, Co-founder Apple, Inc., 
giving the commencement address at 
Stanford University in 2005. 
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